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Abstract. Soviet agro-polders, as ideological and highly technological
assemblies, were among the first ones to signify the productivism era in
the rural landscape of the Baltic republics and the modernisation of
Soviet agriculture there. At the time of autocratic reigning of productivist
ideas, polders were a testimony to productivity – the means to disband
with the unproductive past and demonstrate the Soviet Union’s scientific
and technological supremacy over the traditional ways of managing the
wetlands. The establishment of polders took place during two different
periods of Soviet agricultural developments. The first phase occurred as
part of Khrushchev’s reforms, whereas the second was implemented
under Brezhnev’s reclamation programme. Whereas the former was
linked to recovery from stagnant Stalinist schemes by improving the
conditions of marginal areas and poor collective farms, the latter, in the
context of Latvia and the other Baltic Republics, entailed extensive works
on what was called the “northern strategy of drainage, liming and so on”.
The paper, building on case studies, wider political contexts and local
situations, explores the drainage movement and traces the formation of
agro-polders, unfolding the practices of the Soviet agricultural ideology
in action.

Introduction
The politics and actions of agricultural modernization, conceptualized also as the
productivist agricultural regime [1, 2], in Latvia already took place during the nationstate period, and became particularly important during the Ulmanis authoritarian regime
in the 1930s. Through the Soviet period, these politics were part of the agricultural
ideology described as “authoritarian high modernism” [3], which could be characterized
as arrogant faith in the program of technical rationality that privileges central, explicit
and technical knowledge over local, tacit and practical know-how which eventually
reigned during Soviet Latvia. Tilzey [4] referred to this era as “political” productivism due
to the “corporate” relationship between the State and the agriculture sector. In the Soviet
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case, the State’s (or Party’s) relations with and influence upon the agriculture sector
was even greater [5].
In the rural landscape of Latvia, one of the most exceptional remnants of this
“political” productivist era are agro-polders – ideological and highly technological agroindustrial assemblies. Such large agricultural land conversion ventures, although petty
to compare with the transformations of nature elsewhere in the Soviet Union [6], in the
region were employed for the first time [7, 8]. In the 1950-60s, ten thousand hectares
of diverse wetlands at the SW coast of Latvia were converted to homogenous agroindustrial complexes specializing in grass meal production. From the present vantage
point, this reckless and ecologically ignorant [7, 9] drainage continued up until the 1990s
turning for about 50 thousand hectares of swamps, marshes and floodplains into agropolders. Approximately the same size of land was converted to polders in Lithuania as
well, mainly in the Nemunas delta [10], while, in the Southern part of Estonia, a much
lesser 7.6 thousand hectares of wetlands [11] were constructed as polders.
Our study focuses on the ideological contexts of wetland reclamation during the
era of “political” productivism that led to the construction of agro-polders in Latvia. We
used field observations, qualitative analyses of literature, media and various
documents, as well as particular case studies to explore the transformation and uses
of these agro-wetlands.

Wetland reclamation and the modernism ideas in the interwar
period
Drainage for agricultural purposes in the territory of Latvia that changed the customary
practices of everyday land management and also reshaped considerably the landscape
of settlements started only somewhere around the end of 19th century, when
productivity of ameliorated lands, according to the professor in agronomy Vārsbergs
[12], was widely acknowledged and the drainage was actively encouraged. Using the
particular language of expression at that time, Vārsbergs [12] denoted swamps as the
“suppurating boils on our land” and that all efforts should be put to understand their
genesis and eventually “to cure the land”. Apart from the small yet growing scale,
drainage by open ditches in the 1920s and projects on lowering the water level in lakes
were intended for gaining additional pastures and meadows. It is estimated [13], that by
1914, there had been drained approximately 10-15 thousand hectares of agricultural
land, mainly by open ditch systems. Indeed, a petty number to compare with the
estimates for potential amelioration exigencies in 1939 – 1.5 million hectares in
agricultural land. These figures were actually reached by the time of the end of the
Soviet regime in 1980s.
During the interwar period, the national drainage plan was carried out slowly but
surely – land amelioration communities were established, numerous rules by the
Cabinet of Ministers were issued and support systems had been put into practice [14].
Similar to the drainage plans during dictatorial regimes in Europe, described by Renes
and Piastra [15], Ulmanis’ plans for drainage entailed also symbolic national
meanings. In the late 1930s, for example, a national showpiece project was started
to create new settlements in drained wetlands wherein to “settle the growing nation in
the future” [14]. In swampy lowlands near Riga, a 220ha bog was drained to build the
first village-type settlement of 17 households for Liberation fighters, called Uzvaras
Līdums (Victory Clearing).
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Another showpiece project was the engineering of a polder in the Babīte wetlands
that lie in between the capital of Rīga and the resort town of Jūrmala and for the
commuters would have represented the landscape of prosperous (drained and
productive) Latvian farms. A full report about the Babīte polder was published in
1939 [16], the same year polder works actually started, containing information about
the purposes of engineering works, the explicit technical details, expenses and
estimated benefits. The arguments for the construction of the Babīte polder were similar
to the ones used later in Soviet times: the control of seasonal floods and the need for
productive hay meadows for livestock-oriented farming developments. However, the
Babīte polder’s implementation works ceased soon due to WW2 and rearrangements
in the political arena. The polder was finally constructed in the late 1970s serving as an
important horticulture area on the outskirts of Riga for growing vegetables, mainly
carrots and cabbages. Nowadays, mainly due to the suburbanization and agricultural
marginalization processes, these are largely abandoned lands with some suburban
developments.

Becoming productive: the Soviet drainage boom
Striving for productivity
Soviet agriculture around the 1950s could be characterized as “the orphan of the Stalin
period”, because of the large investments in other economic sectors (mainly in industry)
and in urban developments [6]. For example, the average wheat yield in the Soviet
Union in 1950 was 8.1 quintals per hectare, in the Latvian Republic 10.01, while, for
example, in Denmark wheat production the same year reached 35.1 quintals per
hectare [13]. By Scott’s [3] account, since Stalin’s dictatorial regime, the yields of many
crops were stagnant for the next half of the century, regardless of the various reforms
launched after Stalin’s death. The official reason for such a decline of productivity in
Soviet Latvia was the drainage condition of agricultural lands, but, as Boruks [13]
ascertained, it was, in fact, the lack of educated and knowledgeable agronomists.
Khrushchev’s progressive agro-politics at that time were oriented mainly towards the
virgin lands scheme, the expansion of new agricultural areas in the Far East, while the
old agricultural lands were left out of the improvement focus [6].
Productivity ratings, institutionalized through five-year plans, and the so-called
front-rank position at that time became the intrinsic aim for kolkhozes and sovkhozes,
sustained through the confidence in socialist competition. Consider, for example, a
grotesque picture of how to increase the productivity of sugar-beet yields in the
Priekule Sovkhoz, published in the Latvian SSR newspaper Druva in 1962 [17]. The
problem was related to the previous year’s sugar-beet yield that was insufficient
compared with the overall norms. After a scrupulous investigation, it was ascertained
that the matter lay in “the hardest part of the sugar beet growing”, that is, in their
weeding. In order to avoid this mistake, the whole collective body was mobilised and
everyone, including housewives and leaders, were forced to take part in the weeding
process, having a specified part of the field tagged with their names for collective
surveillance. Regardless of the cool summer, the yield in that year exceeded all
expectations thus affirming Khrushchev’s thesis on importance of the “human attitude”
towards cultivation practices.
Certainly, all of these stories, especially during the Stalin and Khrushchev periods,
contained a lot of rough propaganda, but, in the end, they clearly explain how the
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apparatus functioned at the time – fulfilling the particular goals of collective farms that
corresponded to, as Scott [3] reasons, “a hypothecated, generic, abstract farm … for
which local knowledge, practice, and context were considered irrelevant or at best an
annoyance to be circumvented”. Whereas the so-called “third-generation” reform,
according to Gustafson [6], with Brezhnev’s agricultural policy, was the last of the
great Soviet industrializing campaigns – it actually acknowledged the problems that
Soviet agriculture faced and was oriented towards vast capital investments and
training to develop a modern “agro-industrial complex” (to use the Soviet term). This
was the period when major landscape changes, especially through mass drainage,
came about in Soviet Latvia.
Massive drainage and the construction of polders
A massive reclamation of wetlands was linked to the livestock farming development that
lacked high quality meadowland. According to Strods’ analysis on the post-war
agricultural condition [18], in the 1950s, many of the well cultivated pastures and
meadows were turned into arable land. Wetland drainage for agricultural needs was
therefore an answer to this problem supported by a rich profusion of Soviet ideology in
the media. “Nature’s caprices are finally defeated” or “fertile pastures and tillage will be
seized from lakes and rivers”. This is how the battle between hostile nature and man,
especially regarding polder construction, was represented through countless articles in
Soviet Latvia’s press. It was also discussed in scientific writings, which at the time were
likewise saturated with political ideology. For example, the landscape scientist V. Klanis,
in her dissertation [19], acknowledges that one of the most important scientific tasks is
to help build the economy of the Soviet Union by understanding the forces of nature
and commanding over them for better use of natural resources. Klanis cites
Khrushchev’s speech at the Politburo’s Plenum in 1954, in which he had indicated that
in the reclaiming process of new agricultural lands “we don’t have to limit ourselves to
the eastern lands’’, and, that “we will need to reclaim the vast areas of river flood-lands,
swamps, low productivity meadows and pastures of our northwest regions”. Drainage
thus became one of the pillars for productivist ideas and actions, but polders, as a
technocratic triumph over nature, were a particular ideological showpiece especially in
agriculturally marginal lands (naturally poor and/or wet soil areas).
Polder constructions took place during two different periods of Soviet agricultural
developments. First was related to Khrushchev’s reforms, the second to Brezhnev’s
reclamation programme. If the former was linked to recovery from stagnant Stalin-era
schemes and was oriented towards new crop cultures and arable land expansion [13],
the latter in Latvia’s context, as well as in the other Baltic Republics, meant the
extensive works on what was called the “northern strategy of drainage, liming and so
on” (Figure 1) [6]. Drainage became especially extensive after 1966, when the Central
Committee of the Communist Party adopted a decree for drainage works to be done
with national (i.e., Moscow) funding [7]. According to Dreifelds [20], the territorially small
Latvia claimed over 11% of all Soviet drained land. Furthermore, Melluma [7] has
argued that there was indeed no scientific basis for such a scale of land drainage that
in 1989 stood at 96% of all land suitable for agriculture.
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Figure 1. The main canal and pump station of the Silzemnieks polder (along Lake Burtnieki)
in 1983. It was the first modernised polder in Soviet Latvia with the system of drainage and
irrigation that was controlled by an automatic pump station, a grass meal production unit, as
well as all the necessary auxiliary structures for its operation. (Source: Valmiera Local History
Museum).

The first polders were constructed in the agriculturally marginal lagoonal wetland
area along the Baltic Sea coast, south of the city of Liepāja. These wetlands were
transformed into seven polders spanning a total of approximately 10,000 hectares
during the first phase of mass drainage in Latvia, that is, in the so-called era of
Khrushchev’s experiments. The oldest polder, the Tosele polder, was constructed in
1958, the Bernāti polder was built in 1959, and the next five polders were finished there
in the 1960s. The smallest of these – the Pape polder (515 hectares), was engineered
at the end of the 1960s in a kolkhoz named Uz priekšu! (Onwards!), with a naturally
limited agricultural potential. Therefore, the polder was seen as a solution for redeeming
the kolkhoz’s weak subsistence, and, indeed, both then and now it provides the locals
with extra, albeit still poor, agricultural lands with artificially-made sandy peat soils. The
former kolkhoz’s chairman Sūnākslis [21] in his recollections stresses the importance
of his insistence in the construction of the polder. His requests for the amelioration
project were rejected several times at the beginning, although it was estimated that they
would gain approximately 100 hectares of arable land, about the same for pastures and
about 300 hectares for meadows. In the words of the former chairman, the main,
unofficial argument from the officials was that the constructed polders in Nīca (i.e.,
Tosele and Bernāti) did not provide the expected output, although in the media at that
time these first polders were depicted as a great success, stressing the amount and
speed of the amelioration works carried out, mechanization progress and the gained
fertility of ameliorated lands. And this is how the productivist landscape of the Nīca
Sovkhoz was portrayed a bit later in the 1970s, by a reporter of the official party’s
newspaper Cīņa:
We don’t have to traverse the whole Nīca Sovkhoz to fully breathe in the scent of blossoming
lilacs mixed with the ones of work. On the left side of the highway a tractor passes over a field
of the succulent sward, sprinkling chemicals, a bit further a soil loosener enriches the field
wherein a cabbage crop will grow, but at the polder meadows we hear the scythes of the
mowing machines [22].
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Fig. 2. Location of Latvia’s polders and their establishment dates (for the majority of polders the
dates indicate completion of the construction works). As case studies are indicated polders that
are mentioned in the paper.

Drained agro-wetlands, including altogether 53 agro-polders with the average size
of a thousand hectares (Figure 2), were usually oriented toward bailed hay and grass
meal production. Chemicals, such as ammonium polyphosphate fertilizer solutions,
phosphorus and potassium were heavily used there; nitrogen was used after each
cutting that during the season took place 3 to 4 times, in some places starting already
in mid-May [8]. These ameliorated peat soils were also considered suitable for the
cultures of potatoes, cabbage, sugar beet, and timothy-grass seeds [23]. This was the
case with the Ķūļciems polder of the kolkhoz Lāčplēsis (Bear-slayer – a hero from a
national epic) that specialized in the production of seed potatoes – supplying this
product to all of the Northwest regions of the USSR. The Soviet agricultural
modernization and intensification movement reached the marginal lands of Ķūļciems in
the late 1960s. In order to employ heavy machinery and to develop large fields suitable
for technological advantages, intense land reclamation projects were created. People
from scattered farmsteads were moved to village centres, field size dramatically
increased, deep ditches were dug with heavy machinery, and a dense drainage system
was implemented (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Drainage of the Ķūļciems wetlands in the late 1960s (Source: Museum of Latvia’s
Agriculture).
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Regardless of the changes in field size and cultivation techniques, kolkhoz workers
still faced serious problems, as a combination of a high water table and both insufficient,
and malfunctioning drainage (typically because of superficial and slapdash works) did
not allow implementing all the agricultural instructions of intensification and
modernization. In the early 1980s, a polder was seen as a panacea for the fulfilment of
the Party’s agricultural course there, for locals, a “longed impulse for collective striving”,
as a republican newspaper stated in 1986 [24]. The Ķūļciems polder is one of the last
polders built in Latvia, but due to the collapse of the Soviet regime, the works on the
polder enlargement remained uncompleted. All in all, the Ķūļciems polder on one hand
exemplifies the ineffectiveness of Soviet land use practices in a long-term perspective,
on the other, fully accounts for the Soviet industrial agriculture struggles and short-term
successes achieved through prohibitive costs in a productivist regime.

Conclusions
The course of modernist ideas and actions to adjust Latvia’s rural landscape for
th
productivist agriculture started at the end of the 19 century. One of the most “preth
productivist” Latvian writers, E. Virza, at the beginning of the 20 century already
acknowledged [25] the progressive movements and breaks with the past, particularly
through the drainage movement and thus the inevitable loss of traditional rural
landscapes. During the first nation-state, the so-called Ulmanis regime strove for
gaining more agricultural lands by draining wetlands, turning meadows into arable lands
and clearing forests, while in the Soviet period the emphasis lay on improving the
existing agricultural lands with more industrial means. Although both regimes urged for
high yields, the means to reach these ends were utterly different. During Soviet times,
decisions were mainly based on abstract agro-scientific findings or pure ideology and
were implemented as if the land was an experimental ground usually with no in-depth
investigation of place, ecological or historical contexts and mutedly tolerated by society
[3, 7, 13]. Undoubtedly, at the time of the autocratic reign of productivist ideas, agropolders were a testimony to productivity – the means to disavow the unproductive past
and to demonstrate the Soviet scientific and technological supremacy over nature and
traditional ways of managing wetlands [8]. Today these agro-polders are one of the
main still-functioning signatures of the Soviet productivist landscape. The majority of
these polders are now as if outside their own time, outmoded both by their idea and
practicalities and represent the short-living productivist ensembles that were
constructed “in the blinding lights of the century”, citing the words of Agamben [26] on
the contemporaneity, that is, in the era of modernism as some sort of salvation promised
by technological progress.

Short resumes
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